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The recent webinar on how to plan for ‘Your Digital Legacy’ proved extremely popular, with more
than 300 people attending to discuss this important contemporary subject. As the webinar was not
recorded for external distribution, this extended report covers the main points.
However, all is not lost for those who missed the webinar. Due to high demand, a second session is
planned in the coming months. Details will be published on the U3A Network website soon.
Without realising it, mostly because of the digital age we live in, we are more online now than ever before
and consequently we leave footprints - digital footprints - when we are no longer here. The main purpose of
the webinar was to identify what constitutes that footprint and how to manage that presence over time.
So, what is digital legacy? Any digital information about, or relating to a person, that remains online after
their death is known as their Digital Legacy. Our digital legacy is shaped by the interactions we have, and
the digital information we create online, before our passing.
We often put a lot of thought into what happens to physical assets after we pass on but it’s probable few
people give their digital presence and digital assets the same consideration as to what happens to their
online assets compared to their online presence.
How do you contribute daily to your digital legacy? These are just a few of the ways you are adding to
your digital footprint each day.

Photos and other media uploaded online are an obvious contribution, with an increasing number of people
storing their images in Cloud-based storage, websites, social media and smart phones. Importantly, a lot of
that information is stored in individual online accounts that have to be accessed via a login and password,
even double-authentication (multi factor authentication) as a more secure measure of identity.
Digital purchases via online subscription services are also popular, and Service subcriptions may include
those to Netflix, Spotify and other media services.
These days, most people do their banking online so it’s very important that these accounts can be accessed
by those whom you wish to have access.

The use of Social Media, E-Health and online learning are othe areas where a lot of information about you
is stored, and a plan to cancel or onforward this presence is desirable.
Most of us have smart devices such as phones, iPads, Google Home and other electronic devices, and the
connected accounts need to be considered as part of our Digital Legacy.
Two things make up your Digital Legacy: your Digital Presence and your Digital Assets.
Your Digital Presence:

Digital Presence refers to those web addresses you access online. For example, most people have at least
one Social Media account and regularly access online photos and videos via YouTube, etc. Online photos
and videos have a dual category depending on whether they are your assets or they are images/videos
created elsewhere and viewed online.
Online education is another popular Digital Presence, and many U3A members have firsthand experience
furthering their knowledge via online means. Other may use Blogs to tell their story while others may
indulge in Creative Arts pursuits. Again, the access is via logins and passwords.
By far the largest presence for most are emails and messages, and all accounts require access credentials.
Email accounts are probably the number one digital application that people may not give a lot of
consideration as remaining when they ‘move on’.
Unfortunately, email accounts and the information they contain may be accessed by criminals who want to
scam people you know, and they have the advantage of knowledge that makes their approaches to them
seem more credible, especially if those accounts are no longer monitored.
How to monitor your Digital Presence so that your information and access credentials are protected.
A plan to afford the protection you want should be a priority. Enabling access to those you choose to have
this information while denying access to others could be thought of in terms of the ‘5 Steps’ to data security,
ultimately leading to peace of mind.
By following the ‘5 Step’ approach detailed on the next page you can afford the protection you want and
ensure that those you want to know about your Digital Legacy do so.
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Step 1 - Spring Clean
Nothing beats a ‘Spring Clean’ to reduce the workload involved in preparing your information protection
plan. No doubt, you have online accounts that are redundant: email accounts no longer in use, online
subscriptions now expired, free services you no longer use, trial applications, etc. Cancelling and removing
these accounts along with the content you have created online is a good start to achieving your security
and legacy objectives.
For anything you no longer use, it’s a good idea to login to those accounts and shut them down so that
when you move to Step 2 - Creating your Digital Register you only have to deal with the essential accounts,
logins and passwords. This makes things a lot easier for you, your executor and your family afterwards.
Step 2 - Create a Digital Register
It’s really important to write down: where do you log in, what social media are you on, what email accounts
do you have, what subscriptions are current. Then, record the relevant logins and passwords and keep the
list updated. How you record this information is up to you but remember this register contains very sensitive
information and it needs to be secured by way of a Password Manager application or some other secure
means known only to trusted people.
Step 3 - Leave Clear Instructions
Consider appointing a Digital Executor, who may or may not be the executor of your physical assets. Given
that this would be someone you trust, it really comes down to how comfortable and capable that person
would be in managing the digital legacy you leave in trust to that person.
Step 4 - Nominate Someone
With the foregoing in mind, nominate the person who will be be your Digital Executor and leave clear
instructions as to how you want your digital presence managed: what you want closed down, what you want
passed to another person, what you want kept, and what you want deleted after you are gone.
Step 5 - Get Started
Checking out the resources online will help you get the process underway, and there are links to some of
these resources at the end of the report.

Digital Assets
The second component of your Digital Legacy is your Digital Assets, which refers to information that is
tangible; it’s online access to something tangible in terms of monetary, informational or has data value.
Obviously, online banking that accesses your cash reserves is a prime example but also a login to a retail
store account or digital media where you may purchase movies, etc.
These are online accounts where your assets are recorded or credit card information is stored, so access is
extremely sensitive requiring careful consideration as to who gets what access. Things like bank accounts,
PayPal accounts and Blockchain accounts can only be access with the correct credentials. Other assets
that have personal but not necessarily monetary value may include photos, eBooks and other text/picture
files also need consideration.

Managing Digital Assets is similar in essence to managing your Digital Presence, in that, it is a step-bystep process to achieve the desired outcome.
This would involve creating a register of your online accounts and keeping it up to date, securing
your digital register by way of a password manager with a master password or other secure means,
appointing a Digital Executor, securing your management plan and ensuring your Digital Executor has
access. Importantly, detail what is yours and what is not yours to pass on to others because of licencing
agreements, etc. Some leasing agreements are specific to one person.
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If Digital Assets are not included in a Will they may be lost forever.
Managing Digital Assets may also help prevent issues such as
identity theft, reputational damage and privacy intrusions.

Top Tips
The Top Tips to take away from the seminar encapsulate the steps needed to create a coherent and
enduring Digital Legacy, and can be summarised as below:
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How to prepare your Digital Legacy
ACCAN Managing Digital Legacy Brochure
Managing Passwords
Example: My Digital Legacy Template
For further information on creating and managing a digital legacy:
ACCAN
The Digital Legacy Association
The Digital Beyond
Choice Consumer Advocacy Group
As a final word, there is a face-to-face resource at nbn to lean on. U3A groups can request a visit or virtual
presentation for those who prefer it, from a Community and Business Ambassador via the email address:
eventsQLD@nbnco.com.au.
This is an excellent free community service provided by nbn, and has been greatly appreciated by a
number of U3As.

